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Alta Ribagorça: 1900 – 2000 

 
 
The ENHER phenomenon supposed for the area of Alta Ribagorça a great change, capable to 
transform deeply all the social and economic structures of this region.   
 
The presence in the zone, from the end of 1946 of the big hydroelectric business involves a 
spectacular movement that contributed decisively to transform all of the old human and labour 
panoramas that suffered the zone, plunged in an inoperant inertia because its isolation from other 
zones.   
 
The Pacific and silent life that dominated the traditional mood of the small nucleus, took the step to 
a noisy and frenetic activity when starting the hydroelectric works. These, provided constant 
incomes, creating new needs and contributing thus to wake up the economic circuit of Pont de 
Suert, Vilaller and other nuclei of the zone.  
 
Furthermore, in a global perspective, apart of the economic aspects of improvement, the presence 
of this company also was noted of aspects not less important like education and teaching, town 
planning, protection of the artistic patrimony, the promotion of the social life, sport, cultural and 
associative action and above all the consciousness of all the region as a unit politically and 
humanly well defined, besides of all the construction works in environment of the communications.  
During the six first years of hydroelectric profits construction, they had built a total of 92 kilometres 
of roads, and in 1951 the train has already arrived at Pobla de Segur. 
 
These communications would be an important item in the action of ENHER to the region, and 
thanks to which, this finally left to be a remote territory, becoming a zone with some acceptable 
roads that communicated it with the remainder of the province, Aragon zone and the Vall d’Aran. 
Moreover it had a road network interior of roads and path of mountain. With this, all the towns of 
the zone could be reached by any vehicle all the towns of the zone, and the vehicles began to be 
increasingly more abundant and more available to the people, the zone of Alta Ribagorça was able 
to advance thanks of tourism. 
 
This tourism has been the large factor of work opportunities in the zone, basically due to the large 
beauty of the region, and the existence in the region of some almost unique elements in all the 
country as are:  
 

o The spa of Caldes de Boí. The tradition attribute that the utilization of the sources was 
done already during roman epoch. The spa has been the unique source of the zone for 
attracting tourism during many years. 

o The Aigüestortes National Park. It was created while the works were done and Dn. 
Victoriano Muñoz had always a great interest with the visits of the Head of State in the 
zones that form the Park in order to obtain this objective so much fruitful for the future of 
the Region.  It was the first National Park that was created during the dictatorial state in the 
Peninsula. 

o The Romanic’s Churches of the Valley of Boí. The declaration of those as Patrimony of the 
Humanity has had a very important contribution in order to being restored to permit its visit 
and adequate conservation.  

o Ski Resort of Boí-Taüll.  Since 1991 has gone enlarging its market share and it’s an ideal 
tourism complement of the National Park and the Romanics churches during winter.  

 
Nowadays exist a substantial equipment offer and hotel places that are the support of a modern 
and efficient tourist structure that at present occupies almost the 60% of the population of the 
Region. 
 
These infrastructures help to maintain and improve the communications initiated during the 
construction of the hydroelectric profits and explains how involves the territory when endows it with 
a new one infrastructure.    

 


